
"Sweden" - GCR/RV SITREP - Thursday - September 28, 2017

It was written here that a mid-October conclusion would be the logical structural end to 
the RV. 

That date still holds true per memos released to banks yesterday stating a fifteen day 
RV execution schedule.

The memo didn't say the USA, Inc. facade government runs out of money USD at 
midnight September 29, 2017.

And there's no way to get more money unless it's the USN.  Structurally there is just no 
other way.

The Elders have accepted responsibility for the sudden collapse of Anglo-Saxon 
Western banking community or nations in order to implement the global financial 
reforms.

The term ''anglo-saxon'' is French and used to designate English speaking countries 
such as the UK, the USA, Canada, Australia and New Zealand.  As well as a linguistic 
marker, the adjective can also be describe the culture (Christian), legal system 
(common law) and economic model (capitalism).

Meaning, the benevolent races of color (and Russia) have pulled the proverbial release 
trigger, and now wait on the dark cabal's own collapse via the Israeli controlled US 



senate aka Senators Collins, Murkowski, McCain, Paul and Cruz.  All devote principles 
Anglo-Saxon cabal agents.

https://www.google.com/amp/s/www.washingtonpost.com/amphtml/powerpost/new-
version-of-health-care-bill-will-help-alaska-and-maine--home-of-two-holdout-senators/
2017/09/25/24697f62-a188-11e7-b14f-f41773cd5a14_story.html

Meaning, all these turbulent US healthcare disputes are really about tax reform being 
leveraged by the cabal as of there's no more money come Saturday night, and 
Obamacare subsidies would run out should there be an end to USD.

Remember John McCain's infamous thumb down?  That was your RV back in August.

And thus America structurally cannot RV without mandatory tax reform laws being in 
place because the Republic's GESARA treaty agreement mandates a maximum 20% 
corporate tax rate and universal healthcare.

If that's not complicated enough Trump is a clone who's cabal handler(s) were removed 
only to be manually controlled through cerebral implanted computer chip at the UN 
when he threatened to destroy North Korea (because Beijing and Seoul would really be 
targeted).

Confused yet? 

What's not confusing are the pallets upon pallets of new USN current being dropped 
shipped into regional exchange centers by military helicopter and jet fighter escort.

Nobody bothered to tell Wells Fargo because Wells Fargo no longer controlls their own 
exchange centers because Wells Fargo did everything in their power to stop the RV.  

And anyone still promoting a Wells Fargo agenda or bearing false witness in favor of a 
Wells Fargo is not only chalked, but dog eared for future criminal investigation.

Wanna getaway?  I hear Sweden is lovely this time of year but extradition isn't so 
difficult. 

Tough choice for cabal planted cockroaches of exactly where to run when all the lights 
come on Sunday.

It was also written here that complete surrender to the will of God is absolute before the 
coming event--which means dropping the human genetic altered ego state in favor of a 
God mind-body experience as the only survival option.

Surrender=life.  Self=death.
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There's still time for all deceived Anglos to accept their truth as mutations of a lesser 
God.  All it takes is a drop of the knees and sincere request to return back to the 
inherent alignment of God's Will above thy own.

Not complicated.  Not negotiable.  Not emotional.  Life or death.  What say you? Sobeit.

God is with us


